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Abstract 
 In this paper we correlate the solar cell performance with bimolecular packing of 

donor:acceptor bulk heterojunction (BHJ) organic solar cells (OSCs), where interchain 

ordering of donor molecule and its influence on morphology, optical properties and charge 

carrier dynamics of BHJ solar cells is studied in detail. Solar cells that are fabricated using 

more ordered defect free 100% regioregular, poly(3-hexylthiophene) (DF-P3HT) as the donor 

polymer, shows ca. 10% increase in the average power conversion efficiency (PCE) when 

compared to the solar cell fabricated using 92% regioregularity P3HT, referred to as rr-P3HT. 

EQE and UV-Vis absorption spectrum shows clear increase in the 607 nm vibronic shoulder 

of DF-P3HT blend suggesting better interchain ordering which was also reflected in the less 

Urbach energy (Eu) value for this system. The increase in ordering inside the blend has 

enhanced the hole mobility which is calculated from the single carrier device J-V 

characteristics. Electroluminance (EL) studies on the DF-P3HT system showed a redshifted 

peak when compared to rr-P3HT-based devices suggesting low CT energy states in DF-P3HT. 

The morphology of the blend films are studied using AFM and Grazing-Incidence Wide-

Angle X-ray Scattering (GIWAXS) suggesting increase in the roughness and phase 

segregation which could enhance the internal scattering of the light inside the device and 

improvement in the crystallinity along alkyl and π-stacking direction. Hence, higher PCE, 

Lower Eu, redshifted EL emission, high hole-mobility and better crystallinity suggest 

improved interchain ordering has facilitated more delocalized HOMO state in DF-P3HT 

based.   

Keywords: Interchain order, Defect-free P3HT, charge carrier dynamics, morphology, 
organic solar cells. 
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1. Introduction 
P3HT is one of the most commonly used materials in organic electronics because of its 

simple synthesis and semi-crystalline lamellar microstructure.1-2 It is a model system for 

synthetic chemist for the development of future low bandgap polymer systems that will be 

used in OPVs. P3HT:PCBM blends, in particular, have been extensively studied in the area 

of polymer solar cells3-4, with PCEs reaching up to ~5%5-6; however, most studies report 

PCEs in the range of 3–4%.7-9 Recent studies have achieved PCEs over 6% in polymer solar 

cells made up of P3HT and non-fullerene acceptor.10 Despite high efficiency OPV reports 

from low bandgap polymers, polythiophene is still a model polymer system for synthetic 

chemist and for device physicist due to its unique structural and morphological properties in 

blend with acceptor molecules. OPV community still investigate P3HT polymer because of 

its simple synthesis route which has possibility of scaling up, whereas on the other hand, high 

performance low band gap polymers involve complex synthesis routes and scaling up of 

these polymers are challenging. These recent reports of over 6% PCE results are promising in 

making P3HT based solar cells more viable for commercial application. Most OPV 

cells/modules are being fabricated with inverted structure (n-i-p; relatively stable); this 

structure have nano-crystalline oxides film as an electron extracting layer and because of 

their rough surface a thick active layer is needed to overcome the pin-hole (shunts) issue in 

thin-film devices. Therefore, a relatively thicker photo-active material layer (without 

compromising much on charge transport, i.e., fill –factor and Jsc) in inverted structure can 

provide a good yield of high performance OPV cells.11-12 

 The nature of the donor polymer plays a vital role in the device performance of bulk 

heterojunction solar cells.13 The variability in the device performance is also influenced by 

variations in polymer characteristics such as molecular weight, regioregularity, and 

polydispersity index (PDI).14-16 The effect of different molecular weight of rr-P3HT upon the 

solar cell device performance and the charge mobility is discussed in detail by A. M. 

Ballantyne et al.17 Increase in the molecular weight of rr-P3HT polymer has little influence 

on cell open circuit voltage and short circuit current, whereas fill-factor and charge (both hole 

and electron) mobility are reduced with increase in the molecular weight.17 Poly-(3 

alkylthiophenes) consists of a polythiophene backbone with alkyl side chains that are 

attached to the thiophene rings (Figure 1a). Since 3-alkylthiophene is not a symmetrical 

molecule, there are three relative orientations available when two 3-alkylthiophene rings are 

coupled between the 2- and 5- positions: 2-5’ or head-to-tail coupling (H-T), 2-2’ or head-to-
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head coupling (H-H), and 5-5’ or tail-to-tail coupling (T-T). P3HT synthesized with a 

mixture of these possible couplings is said to be irregular. Irregularly substituted 

polythiophenes have structures in which unfavorable H-H couplings cause a sterically driven 

twist of thiophene rings, resulting in a loss of conjugation. On the other hand, polymers that 

contain only head-to-tail (HT) couplings are denoted as regioregular. Regioregular P3HT can 

easily access a low energy planar conformation, leading to extended conjugation-length 

polymers.18 For a 100% regioregular polymer chain, every 3-alkylthiophene unit is coupled 

with an H-T coupling. The introduction of any T-T or H-H couplings leads to defects, as 

shown in Figure 1a. It has been shown that the degree of regioregularity plays a vital role in 

improving the crystallinity and in increasing the device performance.15-16, 19 Effect of 

regioregularity on bimolecular packing of P3HT:PCBM is studied using optical and structural 

studies in great detail by Kohn et al, which concluded that the structure is driven by the 

crystallization of the regioregular P3HT and forms ~ 10 nm structure domains of 

P3HT:PCBM.20 The enhancement of device performance for higher regio-regularities is 

explained by improved conjugation length and π-π stacking, which facilitates charge 

transport in organic solar cells.15-16 Although many studies have investigated the effect of 

regioregularity, few studies have utilized 100% regioregular (DF, termed as defect-free) 

P3HT.21 Kim Y et al showed improvement in the polymer regioregularity (range of 90.7% to 

95.2%) has a strong influence on the device performance.16 However, the effect of 100% 

regioregular DF-P3HT on optical properties, charge carrier dynamics, morphology and 

photovoltaic performance has not yet been demonstrated. In this study we report the 

performance of P3HT:PCBM solar cells that are based on DF-P3HT and compare it to the 

performance of cells made from commercially available rr-P3HT. In addition to photovoltaic 

performance; optical properties, charge carrier dynamics and thin-film microstructure of 

P3HT:PCBM blends based on these materials are also compared and correlated with the 

device performance. DF-P3HT is prepared in-house with a Ni(0) based ex-situ initiator using 

one pot ex-situ Kumada Catalyst-Transfer Polymerization (KCTP) resulting in the synthesis 

of defect-free P3HT.36 Interestingly, the NMR spectral investigations were found to be in 

agreement with previous report by Kohn et al and Senkovskyy et al.21-22 A hallmark of 

quality of our DF-P3HT is 7-8 inch diameter shining sheet of P3HT film (see in Fig. 1c) with 

salient features of our approach are large scale batch-to-batch reproducibility and adaptability 

for continuous flow process, discussed elsewhere. 
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Figure 1: a) Represents the chemical structure of rr-P3HT with tail-tail (T-T) defect at the 

edge and at the middle of the polymer chain; b) The molecular structure of 100% 

regioregular DF-P3HT and PCBM; c) Images of rr (left) and DF (right) P3HT polymers; and 

d) Energy-level diagram of different layers in the solar cell. 

2. Results and Discussion 

2.1 Device parameters and optical studies 
The device fabrication conditions are optimized for the DF-P3HT:PCBM and rr-

P3HT:PCBM, resulting in an average PCE of 3.9 ± 0.4 and 3.5 ± 0.4, respectively for 16 

devices. We observed that when the active layer thickness is ca. 130 nm, both DF-

P3HT:PCBM and rr-P3HT:PCBM show similar performance (Table S1 in supporting 

information), but when the thickness of the active layer is increased to 230 nm, the 

performance of the DF-P3HT:PCBM cells is higher. In order to check whether changing the 

molecular weight (Mw) of the rr-P3HT affects the device performance, we fabricated solar 

cells using 75 kDa Mw rr-P3HT and obtained average PCE of 3.2 ± 0.4 for 16 devices.37 This 

is in agreement with the previous study conducted by A.M. Ballantyne et al17 werein increase 

in the Mw of P3HT results in decrease in FF of the device and also the performance. Since the 

performance of higher Mw rr-P3HT polymer is little less than 51 kDa rr-P3HT polymer, 

lower Mw rr-P3HT is used for comparison with DF-P3HT further in this study. The device 
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parameters of the best-performing cells are summarized in Table 1. The best device PCEs of 

4.2% (DF) and 3.9 % (rr) are achieved. The J-V characteristics under AM 1.5G illumination 

and dark conditions are shown in Figure 2(a). It is observed that the short circuit current 

density (Jsc) of devices fabricated using DF-P3HT:PCBM is ca. 20% higher than rr-

P3HT:PCBM devices. The increase in the Jsc is also reflected in the EQE spectrum area of the 

DF-P3HT:PCBM device (Figure 2(b)). We also calculated the Jsc by integrating the EQE 

spectrum with the AM 1.5 spectrum and obtained a value of 10.1 and 8.1 mA/cm2 for DF-

P3HT and rr-P3HT devices, respectively. The reason for this discrepancy is attributed to 

edge-effects from the small cell active area of 0.045 cm2.23 In order to validate the shape of 

the EQE spectrum, we took the reflective absorption measurements on device structures by 

using a UV-Vis spectrometer with an integrating sphere. Figure 2(b) shows that the shape of 

the reflectance absorption spectrum matches well with the measured EQE spectra. The 

prominent shoulder at 607 nm is known to be attributed to the interchain transition in P3HT; 

the intensity of this shoulder correlated with the degree of interchain ordering.24-26 The 

absorption by the extended conjugation length of the P3HT chain is attributed to the vibrionic 

shoulder at 558 nm.27 Since the intensity of both of these peaks are enhanced in the DF-

P3HT:PCBM device that leads to the increase in the area of EQE spectrum; one can conclude 

that the degree of interchain ordering and the conjugation length crystallinity of DF-P3HT is 

better when compared to the rr-P3HT based devices.16 Figure 2(c) shows the EL spectra 

(normalized PL is shown in Fig. S1c) of these two devices. The PL emission from the blend 

is usually dominated by emission due to pure donor or acceptor materials and, here in our 

case, it is dominated by the P3HT PL emission with a trivial red shift observed in DF-

P3HT:PCBM films. EL emissions that form OPVs, which comprise donor and acceptor 

material in the active medium, are attributed from the interfacial CT recombination.28 From 

Figure 2(c), it is apparent that the peak EL emission of the DF-P3HT:PCBM device is ca. 30 

meV redshifted when compared to the rr-P3HT:PCBM device, which has maximum peak EL 

emission at 1180 nm. This redshift in the EL emission can be attributed to the less energetic 

CT states that are present in the DF-P3HT:PCBM cells resulting from the better interchain 

ordering. The open circuit voltage (Voc) of the OPV, which consists of donor and acceptor 

materials, is strongly correlated to the energy of the CT states,28-30 and we attribute the 

decrease in Voc and knee voltage (from dark curve) of DF-P3HT:PCBM cells to the less 

energetic CT state. The red shift in the EL emission is also attributed to molecular clustering 

and/or crystallization of materials.28 Therefore, from this luminescence analysis we can 

conclude that DF-P3HT:PCBM cells have lower CT states than rr-P3HT:PCBM devices, and 
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the molecular clustering and/or crystallization is also high with lesser amorphous regions in 

DF-P3HT:PCBM films.20-21 Hence, the HOMO level is broader, that is, delocalized with 

lesser tail states in the ordered DF-P3HT:PCBM blend than in the rr-P3HT:PCBM blend. 
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Figure 2: a) Dark (hollow) and lighted under AM 1.5G (solid) J-V characteristic; b) EQE 

spectrum of ITO/PEIE/activelayer/MoO3/Ag solar cell using rr-P3HT:PCBM (square) and 

DF-P3HT:PCBM(circle) active layer. The dotted line represents the internal quantum 

efficiency, and the hollow plot represents the absorption percentage that is obtained from the 

reflection absorption measurement; and c) EL spectrum of rr-P3HT:PCBM and DF-

P3HT:PCBM solar cells  

Device Jsc (mA/cm2) Voc (V) FF (%) PCE (%) 

rr-P3HT:PCBM-Mean 9.57 0.568 65.49 3.51 ± 0.37 

rr-P3HT:PCBM-Best device 10.19 0.570 66.78 3.88 

DF-P3HT:PCBM-Mean 11.21 0.554 62.21 3.85 ± 0.37 

DF-P3HT:PCBM-Best 

device 

12.11 0.553 63.06 4.22 

Table 1: Summary of the mean of 16 devices and best device parameters of ITO/PEIE/active 

layer/MoO3/Ag solar cell that is fabricated using rr and DF P3HTs. 
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2.1.1 Urbach Energy: 

 

Figure 3: Absorbance as a function of photon energy of DF-P3HT:PCBM and rr-

P3HT:PCBM blend films over quarts/PEIE substrate. The Urbach tails of these blends are 

fitted using a linear equation to obtain the Urbach energy (Eu). 

 Urbach energy is calculated from the absorbance vs photon energy plot shown in the 

Figure 3 to determine the disorder present in these polymer blends. The absorbance beyond 

the band gap edge of the polymer is fitted with the linear equation to determine the slope, 

inverse of which give Urbach energy (Eu). We obtain Eu 57 ± 2 meV and 50 ± 2 meV for rr-

P3HT:PCBM and DF-P3HT:PCBM blend films which were fabricated using the similar 

condition used during device fabrication. Eu is related to the disorder present in the 

material31-32 and from the values obtained here we can conclude that DF-P3HT:PCBM blend 

has less disorder associated with it when compared to rr-P3HT:PCBM. This result is in 

support to our previous observations suggesting high regioregular P3HT is more ordered and 

better donor:acceptor bimolecular blend packing with lesser amount of amorphous regions of 

P3HT:PCBM.20-21  
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2.2 Charge transport properties of blend. 

2.2.1 Single carrier devices: 

The zero field mobility of these polymer blends are calculated by fitting the current-

voltage curves of single carrier devices by using the Mott–Gurney 

equation 𝑗𝑗 = 9
8
𝜀𝜀𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟𝜇𝜇0((𝑣𝑣−𝑣𝑣𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏)

𝑑𝑑3
)𝑔𝑔exp (�𝑣𝑣 − 𝑣𝑣𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏). Where µ0 is the zero field mobility, and d and 

vbi are the thickness and built-in voltage inside the device. 𝑔𝑔 =  𝛽𝛽
𝑑𝑑

 where the β field dependent 

parameter obtained from the fit. The ITO/MoO3/P3HT:PCBM/Au structure was used to 

fabricate hole-only devices and the ITO/PEIE/P3HT:PCBM/ca/Al structure is used to 

fabricate electron-only devices. The hole mobility was found to be 3.36 × 10-7 m2/Vs and 

9.48 × 10-7 m2/Vs for rr-P3HT:PCBM and DF-P3HT:PCBM, respectively. The zero field 

electron mobility for both these devices are, similarly, in the range of 1 × 10-6 m2/Vs. The 

different thickness electron only and hole only devices J-V characteristics with Mott-Gurney 

fits are shown in Figure S5 and Figure S5 supporting information, respectively. The 

parameters extracted from the fit for the different thickness hole-only device is summarized 

in the Table 2. This increase in the hole mobility of DF-P3HT:PCBM is attributed to the 

enhancement in the degree of interchain ordering and an increase in the crystallinity of 

polymer chains, which results in phase-segregated donor and acceptor domains with a 

relatively higher delocalized HOMO level for DF-P3HT than rr-P3HT-based blend system. 

Interestingly, we note that despite having higher Mw for DF-P3HT (88K) we observe high 

hole mobility and better device performance which is contradiction to what Feng Liu et al. 

has observed.33 We attribute this difference in trend to the good quality (high regioregularity 

and low PDI) of the P3HT in DF-P3HT system, which might compensate for high Mw by 

keeping chains extended (or unfolded) ends.20-21 This results in good charge transport 

properties, i.e., FF of solar cells even at high Mw.  

Device Thickness (nm) Mobility (m2/V-s) Beta (β) 

rr-P3HT:PCBM 115 1.90 × 10-07 -1.46 × 10-04 

rr-P3HT:PCBM 165 2.70 × 10-07 -2.07 × 10-04 

rr-P3HT:PCBM 235 5.49 × 10-07 -4.05 × 10-04 

DF-P3HT:PCBM 130 1.41 × 10-06 -3.10 × 10-05 

DF-P3HT:PCBM 175 5.90 × 10-07 -2.23 × 10-05 

DF-P3HT:PCBM 240 8.44 × 10-07 -2.95 × 10-04 
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Table 2: Parameters extracted by the fit by using the Mott–Gurney equation for hole-only 

devices.  

2.3 Morphology 

 We investigate the surface morphology of these blend films using AFM, shown in 

Figure 4. There is a clear change in the morphology of the DF-P3HT:PCBM and rr-

P3HT:PCBM blend films. The donor and acceptor domain size in the DF-P3HT:PCBM 

appears to be larger and coarser when compared to the rr-P3HT:PCBM films, which appear 

to be more intermixed and smooth. This increase in the domain size could facilitate the 

separation and collection of carriers, although an increased domain size could also result in 

reduced exciton dissociation efficiency. An increase in the degree of crystallinity could 

explain the increase in the surface roughness of the DF-P3HT:PCBM films. The AFM results 

also support the previous red shift in the EL measurement, confirming the molecular 

clustering and/or increase in the crystallinity in the DF-P3HT: PCBM cells, which results in 

more rough films. Along with the enhancement in optical absorption at the vibronic shoulder 

at 607 nm due to enhancement in the interchain packing and crystallinity of the polymer, the 

rough surface of the DF-P3HT:PCBM films could also enhance the internal scattering of the 

light inside the device and help in increasing the number of excitons generated from the 

incident light. In order to verify this, we measure the incident light absorption percentage 

inside DF-P3HT:PCBM and rr-P3HT:PCBM devices that have similar active layer 

thicknesses by using reflection absorption measurements. The reflective absorption spectra of 

the different P3HT devices are shown in the hollow plot of Figure 2b). It is evident from the 

plots that the DF-P3HT:PCBM device has more light absorption, from ~400 nm to ~620 nm 

wavelengths, when compared to the rr-P3HT:PCBM devices. We also calculated the internal 

quantum efficiency (IQE) using the formula 

=  𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
𝐴𝐴𝑏𝑏𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑 𝑝𝑝ℎ𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜𝐴𝐴 (𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓 𝑟𝑟𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣𝐴𝐴 𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜 𝑓𝑓𝐴𝐴𝑎𝑎𝐴𝐴𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜)

. From Figure 2(b), the IQE of DF-

P3HT:PCBM is seen to be higher than the rr-P3HT:PCBM cells, which is in agreement with 

other spectroscopy measurement. This confirms that the increased crystallinity not only 

enhances absorption at the vibrionic shoulder but that the surface roughness enhances the 

light absorption and the number of excitons generated in the DF-P3HT:PCBM solar cells.  
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Figure 4. AFM images of a) ITO/PEIE/rr-P3HT:PCBM film; and b) ITO/PEIE/DF-

P3HT:PCBM films annealed. Both rr and DF P3HT:PCBM films are annealed at 150 ͦC for 

ten minutes. 

2.3.1 Microstructure: 

 We also performed Grazing-Incidence Wide-Angle X-ray Scattering (GIWAXS) to 

examine the crystalline morphology in these films, which reveal the packing distance, 

coherence lengths and orientation of the crystalline portions of the thin film, along with a 

general comparison of overall crystallinity between different films. The GIWAXS 2D 

scattering patterns of the films are shown in the supporting information Figure S7 along with 

the detail description of the experiment. The parameters calculated from the scattering profile 

are shown in the Table 3. 

P3HT 𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎 𝜉𝜉𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎 𝐼𝐼𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎 𝑑𝑑𝜋𝜋−𝜋𝜋 𝜉𝜉𝜋𝜋−𝜋𝜋 𝐼𝐼𝜋𝜋−𝜋𝜋 

rr 1.696(1) 23.0(3) 104(1) 0.376(2) 8(2) 2.1(5) 

DF 1.690(3) 16.0(7) 165(7) 0.377(1) 7(1) 5.5(7) 

Table 3. Crystalline parameters determined by GIWAXS. 

The unit cell appears unchanged between the two systems, with alkyl-stacking (100) 

distance (𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎) of 1.7 nm and π-stacking (020) distance (𝑑𝑑𝜋𝜋−𝜋𝜋) of 0.377 nm for both systems. 

The coherence lengths (𝜉𝜉𝜋𝜋−𝜋𝜋 ) are essentially the same (~7 nm) in the electrically more 

important π-stacking direction. The largest difference between the two systems is the overall 

level of crystallinity in both the alkyl-stacking (𝐼𝐼𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎) and the π-stacking (𝐼𝐼𝜋𝜋−𝜋𝜋) directions. The 

ratio of the amount of crystallinity in the DF system is ~1.5 times that in the rr system in the 

alkyl-stacking direction, and more than 2.5 times in the critical π-stacking direction. 
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Thus DF-P3HT polymer is more crystalline along the alkyl-stacking (𝐼𝐼𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎) and the π-

stacking (𝐼𝐼𝜋𝜋−𝜋𝜋) directions when compared to the 92% regioregular P3HT, both of which were 

fabricated at same condition. The increase in the crystallinity is also accompanied with 

decrease in disorder of the material which is evident from the Urbach energy measurements. 

This improvement in the material quality also resulted in red shift of EL emission. The 

enhanced absorption at the vibrionic shoulder and the roughness (internal scattering of light) 

of the film helps in increasing the incident light absorption inside the DF-P3HT:PCBM 

device. The increase in crystallinity also results in the high hole mobility in DF-P3HT:PCBM 

films when compared to the rr-P3HT:PCBM films. In addition to the above mentioned 

phenomenon enhancement in the interchain ordering induced crystallization helps in more 

free charge generation34 but also compromising the device Voc due to reduced diagonal 

bandgap ,i.e., CT state.  

3. Conclusion 
 For the first time, we have fabricated solar cells with superior interchain packed 

Defect free (100% regioregular) P3HT. The device fabrication conditions were optimized for 

this polymer in order to reach a maximum power conversion efficiency of 4.2%. A 

comparative study was performed between best-performing DF-P3HT:PCBM and less 

interchain packed rr-P3HT:PCBM devices. It is evident from the EL spectra that the energy 

of CT states is lower in DF-P3HT:PCBM, which explains the lower knee voltage and Voc in 

dark and illuminated J-V curves. The rough surface morphology and enhancement in the 

degree of ordering in the DF-P3HT:PCBM film explains the increase in the value and area of 

the DF-P3HT:PCBM EQE spectrum. The increase in the hole mobility of DF-P3HT:PCBM 

devices helps in extracting the charges faster when compared to rr-P3HT:PCBM devices. The 

relative crystallinity of DF-P3HT:PCBM and rr-P3HT:PCBM films is calculated from the 

GIWAXS data, and it is found that the overall fraction of crystallinity in DF-P3HT:PCBM is 

1.5 time higher than that in rr-P3HT:PCBM, and more than two times higher along the alkyl 

and π-stacking directions, respectively. Thus, the increased interchain ordering and better 

bimolecular packing in the DF-P3HT which is due to the better quality (100% regioregularity 

and low PDI) P3HT leads to increased crystallinity, lower CT states, improved phase 

separation, increase hole mobility, and improved optical absorption, which explains the 

superior performance of DF-P3HT:PCBM devices when compared to rr-P3HT:PCBM 

devices. We believe that further device engineering with the DF-P3HT helps in achieve 

higher PCEs. High performance devices with thicker polymer films are susceptible to 
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inherent roughness of transparent conducting oxides, which supports higher yield of working 

devices for upcoming OPV technology. 

4. Methodology 
The solvents and materials were obtained from Sigma Aldrich and were used as received 

unless otherwise mentioned. Inverted solar cells with architecture 

ITO/PEIE/P3HT:PCBM/MoO3/Ag were fabricated. ITO-coated glass substrates procured 

from Lumtec (sheet resistance 7Ω/sqr) were cleaned by ultra-sonicating with acetone and an 

IPA solution consecutively, each for ten minutes. The ITO substrates were then treated with 

air-oxygen plasma at RF power 18 W for ten minutes. A thin layer of polyethyleneamine 

(PEIE) from a 0.4 wt% solution in a 2-methoxyethanol was coated over the ITO and cured at 

110 ͦC for 10 min. The substrates were then transferred into an N2-filled glove box (GB) for 

the spin coating of the active layer. Two polymer blend solutions were prepared: one with 

commercially available rr-P3HT (Rieke Metals 4002-E) with molecular weight (Mw) and a 

PDI of 51kDa and 2.4, respectively, and the other with the DF-P3HT synthesized as per the 

procedure described by A.Kumar and coworkers.36 Molecular weight was determined using 

Gel Permeation Chromatography with THF as mobile phase against polystyrene as standard. 

DF-P3HT with molecular weight (Mw) of 88kDa and PDI of 1.6 was used in this study. 

PCBM, which was purchased from Nano C (Westwood, MA) and used as the acceptor in 

both cases. The P3HT and PCBM with a weight ratio of 1:1 was dissolved in 1,2 

dichlorobenzene (anhydrous 99%) at a concentration of 40mg/ml. The blend solution was 

spin-coated over the PEIE-coated ITO substrates. The spin-coating parameters were 

optimized to achieve the best performance in both the DF and rr-P3HT:PCBM devices. The 

substrates were annealed at 150°C for 10 min before deposition of the top electrodes. The 

hole extraction layer MoO3 (15nm) and silver metal layer (100nm) were thermally evaporated 

at a pressure of 7x10-7 mbar inside a vacuum chamber that was integrated within the GB. The 

devices were encapsulated inside the GB with the Devcon 2-Ton Epoxy resin and taken out 

for characterization. 

Dark and light current-voltage (J-V) characteristics of the solar cells were measured with a 

Keithley 2365 source meter. Simulated sunlight (100 mW/cm2AM 1.5G) was provided by a 

Photo Emission Tech model SS50AAA solar simulator. The light intensity of the solar 

simulator was calibrated with a calibrated silicon photodiode with a KG3 filter before the 

measurement. External quantum efficiency (EQE) was measured with a tungsten lamp 
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(Newport 250 W QTH) as the light source dispersed through an Oriel Cornerstone 130 

monochromator. The intensity of the light used in the EQE measurement was less than 1 

mW/m2, and effort was taken to ensure that the spot size was smaller than the active area of 

the device. The spectral mismatch between solar simulator lamp and AM1.5 spectrum with 

respect to the P3HT:PCBM cell response was found to be ca. 0.99. Reflectance absorption 

measurements were carried out on glass/PEIE/P3HT:PCBM/MoO3/Ag samples. The samples 

were fabricated under conditions that were similar to those during the fabrication of the 

device. The reflectance spectrum was collected using an integrating sphere with a Lambda 

950 spectrophotometer from PerkinElmer. For electroluminescence (EL) measurements, the 

device was excited using an electrical pulse of a height of 4V. A liquid nitrogen-cooled 

InGaAs array detector in conjunction with the Acton SP2300 spectrometer was used to 

collect the light that was emitted from the device. For Photoluminescence (PL) studies, the 

samples were excited using 532 nm laser, and the emission from the sample was collected 

using a Shamrock SR-303i spectrograph with Andor I-star grated ICCD. The surface 

morphology studies were carried out with a Veeco Nanoscope Vatomic force microscope 

(AFM) that used the scanAsyst mode. 

Photothermal Deflection Spectroscopy (PDS) is a highly sensitive surface averaged 

absorption measurement technique. For the measurements, a monochromatic pump light 

beam produced by a combination of a Light Support MKII 100 W Xenon arc source and a 

CVI DK240 monochromator, is shone on the sample (thin-film on Quartz substrate), inclined 

perpendicular to the plane of the sample, which on absorption produces a thermal gradient 

near the sample surface via non-radiative relaxation induced heating. This results in a 

refractive index gradient in the area surrounding the sample surface. This refractive index 

gradient is further enhanced by immersing the sample in a deflection medium comprising of 

an inert liquid FC-72 Fluorinert® (3M Company) which has a high refractive index change 

per unit change in temperature.  A fixed wavelength CW transverse laser probe beam, 

produced using a Qioptiq 670 nm fiber-coupled diode laser with temperature stabilizer for 

reduced beam pointing noise, was passed through the thermal gradient in front of the sample 

producing a deflection proportional to the absorbed light at that particular wavelength, which 

is detected by a differentially amplified quadrant photodiode and a Stanford Research SR830 

lock-in amplifier combination. Scanning through different wavelengths gives us the complete 

absorption spectra.  
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Grazing-Incidence Wide-Angle X-ray Scattering (GIWAXS) measurements were taken at 

Australian Synchrotron at the SAXS/WAXS beamline.35 The films were deposited over the 

silicon substrate, with the parameters closely matching the device fabrication, and achieved 

an active layer thickness of 230 nm. Photons of an energy level of 9 KeV were used, and 2D 

scattering patterns were recorded on a Pilatus 1M detector. The distance between the sample 

and the detector was calibrated using a silver behenate scattering standard. The angle of 

incidence of the X-rays is close to that of the polymer critical angle but below the critical 

angle of the silicon substrate, this is to ensure a minimal background signal from the substrate 

and a highly increased X-ray electric field intensity within the thin polymer film, which 

greatly increases the scattering intensity. The polymer films were exposed to the X-rays for 

three seconds in order to ensure that the films were not damaged. The diffraction data are 

expressed as a function of the scattering vector q, which has a magnitude of (4π/λ)sin(θ), 

where θ is half the scattering angle and λ is the wavelength of the incident radiation. 
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